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Sakura Sjet

Sakura Sjet is a player character played by Scherersoban.

Sakura Sjet

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja (Type 33)
Date of Birth: 7日 9月 YE 20
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Information Technician

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: YSS KAIYŌ II

Physical Description

Sakura Sjet has red amber hair that is neck height and usually tucked back into a pony tail. Having warm
blue eyes this compliments her soft but mischievous smile.She has standard human ears and a small
nose. Sakura stands at 5'6 and has a thin stomach and legs with a wide hips and c cup breasts. She also
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has a red tail that tends to animate depending on her emotions.

Typically you see her in a Star Army Duty Uniform Type 30c with the regal blue skirt sometimes mixed
with a lab coat.

Personality

Sakura is a happy go lucky, go with the flow type of woman. Though sometimes over dramatic she has a
mischievous streak.Known for playing prakes this has caused her to get in trouble but she will never do
one out of spite. She is also famous for a major addiction to Coffee and other caffeine related products.

History

Sakura Sjet was created on 7 9 YE 20 by the PNUgen Corporation . Initial requirements was the creation
of Nekovalkyrja personal for shipboard and planetary maintenance of computer based systems.She
would complete the required techical training and been assigned to the Corporation's headquarters.
Doing minimal work for most of the year she would later by sold by the corporation in YE 22 to the Grand
Star Army.

Quickly getting passing through both basic training as well as technician training she would be assigned
to the Ketsurui Fleet Yards to work as a computer Technician as a military adviser and to help with
ongoing computer developments alongside the civilian company.This had a mix effect as not would
Sakura gain valuable information about shipboard computers but also gain important social skills working
alongside civilian contractors. She would serve at this post till YE 30 where she would take a leave of the
service.

Sakura would take her new found freedom from the military to explore more about her self and enjoy
some personal time. First exploring the home world of Yamatai she would use funds she earned over the
years to travel to most places on the capital. Exploring the major cities as well as exploring some of the
nature reserves on the planet.

After a year exploring the home world she decided to take a teacher's position at the Kyousou Institute of
Technology.There she would lecture on information and technology introductions as well as VR
programming. Here she would excel in a teacher's role and was beloved by her students by her carefree
attitude as well as practical jokes she would work on with her student against other teachers.Though not
loved by a majority of the facility staff by her lax and sometimes unprofessional attitude, the
administration enjoyed her constantly updating the campus electronic security systems.

She would stay in this position till YE 40 feeling both depressed in her current position and wish to
explore the galaxy. She decided to reenlist with the Star Army of Yamatai and joined the recently created
Information and Technology department. Due to the time being out of the service she would have to re-
undergo training an start back at the rank of Santo Hei. Some say this is also due to several infractions
against training staff, including a incident where the vr simulator would only project personal in a nude
state while going through a military drill.
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Completing basic she would then been assigned to the YSS Kaiyo II in order to help maintain the ships
computer systems.Part of her assignment was to assist with the onboard updates from the Pantheon
system as well as prep the ship for its upcoming refit. Due developments with the war with Kuvexian's
this has forced Sakura to pull double shifts due to this updates from PANTHEON. This has also forced her
to stay away from ship away missions in order to keep monitoring the onboard computers system and to
ensure smooth operations.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills Technology Operation VR Novel Programming

Social Connections

Sakura Sjet is connected to:

The Crew of the YSS Kaiyo II

Some Staff at Kyousou Institute of Technology

Ketsurui Fleet Yards

Wulf Soban

Inventory & Finance

Sakura Sjet has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Sakura Sjet currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by scherersoban on 06, 09 2019 at 12:50 using the Character Template Form.

In the case scherersoban becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Sakura Sjet
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Character Data
Character Owner Scherersoban
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Information Technology
SAOY Assignment YSS Kaiyō II
Orders Orders
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